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Daughters of Destiny,a four-part documentary on Netflix, chronicles the lives of five girls over a seven-year period as
they navigate two very different worlds â€” that of the poverty and prejudice into which they were born, and the other of
opportunity through Shanti Bhavan. Shanti Bhavan is a.

She has been married for over twenty years and her husband now plans to get remarried. He, now, desperately
wants a son and believes, and his parents believe too, that a second wife will most certainly produce one for
him. A relationship of twenty years with all the emotional investment that Rehmat Bibi has made in it over the
years is soon going to end. Her daughters, who are now grown up, can sense the tension at home. When they
see their mother crying they hold themselves responsible for her misery. Is it a crime to be a daughter? Fazilat
is another lady showing symptoms of anxiety. She was married at the age of twelve to a man no less then forty
years her senior in age. This was because her father died when she was still a child and the mother faced with
the burden of other children could not afford her upbringing. She ultimately found a solution by marrying her
daughter to a man old enough to be her grandfather. The above are true case stories. Only the names have been
changed. There are numerous other tragic experiences that scream of the misery that women suffer in our
society. Most suffer silently accepting it as a part of their destiny, others unable to cope, break down after a
period resulting in physical and psychiatric symptoms which are too frequently misinterpreted by the family as
being the result of possession by the evil spirits. They are then taken to various quacks and faith healers who
further confirm this belief. We all rejoice at the birth of a son whereas the birth of a daughter, especially the
second one and almost always the third one, is considered an unbearable tragedy. The family mourns the loss
of the expected son that did not arrive and if that was not sad enough they also mourn the arrival of an
unwanted daughter who places heavy burdens on them. We must admit that we parents are basically very
insecure and selfish. We welcome the birth of a son because in our later years we can make use of him as a
crutch to provide us support and security. We happily invest in his education and upbringing because we can
count on him to provide for us in our old age and look after us when we are sick. This, of course, does not
apply to a daughter in our culture. She is sooner or later, going to be married leaving her parents to become
part of another family. On the day of marriage, she is repeatedly reminded and warned in different ways that
under all circumstances she has to put up with her in-laws and that it is only her dead body that should ever
leave their house for good. In this manner, the honor of the family is considered upheld. The rules whereby
marriages are arranged and conducted in our society are, to say the least, preposterous. We witness these
everyday, and have done so for decades, but somehow seem little perturbed by them. For many daughters,
moving in to live with their in-laws is the start of a never-ending nightmare. The issue is not who is more at
fault, the girl or the in-laws. The problem lies with the setup. The newly wed girl, who till recently, was doted
on by her parents, is suddenly, overnight, thrown at the deep end. She is now instantaneously expected to
assume roles and responsibilities, which she has never experienced before. Not only that she is also expected
to perform impeccably with no room to make mistakes. She is under a constant psychological surveillance by
the in laws who would leave no stone unturned to detect even the slightest fault and make a mount Everest of
it. Jealousy, unrealistic expectations, intolerance, rigidity, and many other factors ultimately lead to a constant
power struggle. In most cases, the girl realizing that she has little choice is forced to give in. The choice is not
hard to make. She then pins all her hopes on her children, particularly the sons. Advertisement Can this
pathetic system change? I believe it can, but not by any act of parliament. We have enough of these already
but with little results. The first step and I feel the most important one is to bring about a change in the way we
think and believe. To give one example, let us try to look for security in other support systems apart from
desperately searching for it in the birth of a son. Everywhere we hear so much talk about faith, and trust in
God but deep down, especially when getting in touch with our real selves, we discover that we have more faith
in our male offspring than God Almighty. In other words, we need to confront our own internal insecurities.
Once we succeed in changing our collective thinking, the social system we live in will slowly start changing
as well. It is a product of our faulty attitudes and patterns of distorted thinking. The tragedy is that we have
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allowed ourselves to become psychological slaves to something that we have created ourselves. Another thing
that requires urgent attention involves laws relating to women. A lot has been said and written about this. I
sometimes wonder if the resistance to change may be attributed to the fact that the majority of our
representatives dealing with the process are males. When it comes to laws involving the rights of women they
do so with the image of a wife in their minds and therefore have a strong tendency towards not being too
generous in granting them much liberty and freedom. If men when dealing with laws pertaining to women
could visualize their own daughters, sisters and mothers being affected by it, I am sure the outcome would be
very different, particularly in the area of marriage and divorce. We also need to review the traditional
interpretation of our religious commandments. Most of them originate from the underprivileged and deprived
section of society where a woman especially a daughter or a wife enjoys little respect and status. The
socio-cultural background very much influences the way they evaluate and interpret the status and rights of
women in our religion. Sadly, such biased and corrupted views are thrust rather totally blind, in religious
matters to confront such views. It is ultimately the victims, our daughters, who suffer, being left at the mercy
of fate. Ours is a ailing society. The cure has to come from within. We are all, in one way or another, at one
level or another, responsible for this. Our apathy and our tendency to blame others for all the ills that face us
shift control. In this way, we succeed in obtaining psychological relief as the burden and responsibility of
bringing about a change has been conveniently shifted elsewhere. It is better to light one small candle than to
curse the darkness. We need to realize that until we stop ceaselessly blaming others and instead take on the
responsibility to bringing about the required social change upon our own selves, the birth of a daughter will
continue to strike as a calamity in many homes, some parents may reluctantly accept it, the others may not, but
the pain will be there all the same.
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Daughters of Asia: Inspirational Stories of Southeast Asian Women Leaders [Dawn Tan] on www.enganchecubano.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In this book, the first of its kind anywhere in the world, women leaders of
Southeast Asia recount their life journeys in poignant portraits that will at once make you laugh and make you cry.

Leaving the country and exploring another part of the world for a week or two can do wonders for your stress.
One person who knew she needed some time to herself was Zilla van den Born. The student decided that a
vacation was on the cards, so she took some time away from school to go backpacking. However, all was not
as it seemed. As an artistic person, Zilla is always on the lookout for new inspiration, and where better to get
some than by immersing herself in new surroundings. The break from her school work would do wonders for
her creativity, and potentially help her get better grades in the long run. After all, students get just as stressed
as adults, so they all need a break too. Zilla made plans to start traveling on April 23, , with the intention of
arriving back in Amsterdam sometime in June. Was she ready for this backpacking experience? If she was
backpacking, the last thing she wanted was to have a lot of stuff to carry around with her. She was going to be
gone for five weeks, which is a long time to be separated from the ones you love. Zilla wasted no time taking
pictures to start documenting her adventure. Starting her adventure Before boarding for her flight, Zilla texted
her parents to let them know that she was now on her way to Thailand. With so much to see in Thailand, she
was quite frankly spoilt for choice. Documenting everything Zilla spent every day of her vacation snapping as
many photos as she could. The extravagant photos started coming in thick and fast, leaving her parents fairly
astounded. Phoning home While it might have seemed she was having a great time abroad, Zilla still made
time to speak to her parents often. One of the first things she did upon arriving in Thailand was to skype with
her family and show them that she was doing okay. Keeping in contact Zilla kept up these Skype calls for the
duration of her stay in Southeast Asia. As she moved from country to country, she showed off the different
hotel rooms she stayed in, and continued to fill them in on all her adventures. They wanted her to enjoy
herself, and could see the impact that this well-deserved break was having on her mentally, emotionally and
creatively. She posted so many amazing pictures that it was easy to pretend they were right there with her.
Unfortunately for everyone else, they could only pretend that they were sunning themselves up on the beach
and exploring ancient temples. In reality, they were all stuck at home dealing with their day-to-day lives. It
was only Zilla that was getting to do all this stuff for realâ€¦ right? However, as Zilla continued to post photos
of her adventures, some of her friends started to become a little suspicious. The student was getting up to a lot
on her travels, and each photo was as incredible as the last. Something seemed fishy about this vacation, and
they were determined to get to the bottom of it. Hiding a secret As it turned out, her friends were right to
question what was going on. However, once it was out there, her loved ones were stunned. It was a deceptive
trick to play on the people she cares about, and pulling it off was no easy feat. How did she do it, though?
Maintaining the ruse For all those weeks, Zilla had remained holed up in her apartment. The gorgeous hotel
rooms and the multitude of photos were tricks that Zilla managed to create from the safety of her own home.
To combat that problem, Zilla would don a big coat and dark sunglasses to hide her identity from the world.
Keeping him in the loop Zilla essentially had all of her loved ones fooled, but there was one person who knew
all along what the student was planning. Her boyfriend was the lucky one who received an insight into her
faux vacation, and he helped her wherever possible. No-one else was quite so fortunate though. To say that
they were upset by her manipulation would be an understatement. Art project What exactly drove Zilla to lie
so profoundly to the people she cares about? Well, as it turns out, it was all part of an art project. The student
wanted to prove how easy it is to distort reality, and she saw this as the best way to pull it off. She had them
all fooled that she was really in Southeast Asia, which may now come back to bite her. It was relatively easy
for her to create the illusion that she was away, despite the fact that it was all fantasy. We often compare
ourselves unfavorably to others because of the things they post on social media, but now you know that
everything might not always be as it seems. She had to wake up in the middle of the night for Skype sessions
with her family, because she was supposed to be in a different time zone to them. She also had to put in a lot
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of effort to rearrange her apartment everytime she was supposedly in a new hotel, which ended up costing her
a lot of money. Despite the difficulties, her ruse had worked, the project was successful, and now she had an
amazing story to share. Lesson learned, for all those involved. People were stunned by what she had done, but
also impressed that she had the skills to pull it off. People wondered if what she had done was really fair to her
friends and family. In the weeks she was gone her family had likely been worried about her traveling alone in
a foreign country, when she could have put their minds at ease. Not to mention, keeping up the deception was
hard on Zilla as well, and she unnecessarily put herself through that. In a day and age where most people use
social media as a method of communication, but also as a way to get their news stories, people felt that what
Zilla had shown was very relevant. She proved just how easy it is to get caught up in pictures and stories,
without ever knowing if they are real or not. In fact, a term has now been coined for it, fake-cation. Lots of
people have had fun playing around with the photoshop features on their computers, and using the technology
to their advantage. Not everyone went as Zilla went by transforming her apartment, some people just use the
little things they had on hand. Like this guy who used just his fingers, computer, and phone, to make it look
like they were at the beach. California dreaming A blogger and Instagram star from the U. As part of a project
for Vice, he pretended to be embarking on a roadtrip across America, and even created a hashtag for the trip.
However, unlike Zilla, he barely used photoshop, and often just reshared pictures that had been taken on
previous trips, or taken by other people. One Kenyan woman named Sevelyn Gat simply wished that she could
join her friends on their vacation, so she asked some friends to help her fake her dream trip to China. The
photoshop was pretty bad, but it was sweet and meant to be aspirational. People loved that she was thinking of
her dream, and one man even raised funds for her to go to China for real. False accomplishment One case of
alleged photoshop still remains questionable. A couple from India claimed to be the first Indians to climb Mt.
Everest and reach the summit, and even had the picture to prove it. However, after their photo circulated on
the internet many began to question if it was actually authentic. Other hikers and mountaineers accused the
couple of faking the picture, claiming that there were inconsistencies they noticed in it. The couple maintains
it was real, so we may never really know. Tips for your fake-cation These days fake-cation is a well known
term, and is even a popular hashtag on Twitter. Some publications, like Buzzfeed, even offer tips on how you
can best present your fake-cation, and how to really make it look like you were there.
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Daughters of Mother India is a powerful documentary film which examines the aftermath of the rape and murder of a
year-old medical student in Delhi in December For weeks, nationwide protests filled the streets of India.

Open Search Daughters of Khaine Morathi!!! This page was originally compiled in the lead up to the release. I
now need to go back and update it with what we know, a review of the release, some background on Morathi
and more. Here will be all you need to know about the Daughters of Khaine. Simply follow me, and quote
retweet this tweet with aosshorts and your best tactics advice, lore snippet or epic battlefield tale that will fit in
a tweet. The competition runs to 3 March. All the details are in the tweet. The cover art is fantastic and I love
the tone! The Daughters of Khaine hunt across the Mortal Realms for blood. The Daughters are organised
according to the strongholds of the cult, so expect similar specific rules to Stormcast chambers or Kharadron
Overlord skyports. There are also allegiance abilities, spell lores and more. You can expect new units â€” the
Melusai, the Khinerai, an iron Avatar of Khaine â€” and changes to the rules for existing units. Daughters of
Khaine lore and background The Daughters of Khaine are a sadistic cult worshiping the aelven god Khaine.
Khaine, the Bloody-Handed god and Lord of Murder was the aelven god of violence, war and cruelty. In their
worship of Khaine, the Daughters slaughter innocents and enemies alike in order to bathe in their blood and
pursue the shards of their shattered god. Through this blood sacrifice, the Daughters gain the power of their
enemies. This theme has really been brought alive by the art in the battletome. This slideshow requires
JavaScript. Despite these bloodthirsty ways, the Daughters fight for Order, having no kin with the mindless
forces of Destruction, bare nature of Death and an absolute hatred for Chaos, especially Slaanesh. The
Daughters have established temples across the Mortal Realms, as well as populating the Shrouded Districts of
Azyrheim. Unsurprisingly, they are viewed with great unease by the other inhabitants of the Mortal Realms
and the free cities, especially when innocent people start disappearing. For more, check out the excellent video
from writer and designer, Jeremy Vetock. And this great video from the background writers and design team!
Morathi â€” the Shadow Queen Morathi, one of the foremost characters of the Warhammer world, has
returned to the tabletop and the Mortal Realms as the High Oracle of Khaine. For those unaware, Khaine the
Bloody-Handed god and Lord of Murder was the aelven god of violence, war and cruelty. A master schemer
she has been high priestess for the aelven gods of old, served Slaanesh, and conspired to put her son Malekith
on the Phoenix throne. Last seen in the End Times, when she was imprisoned by Slaanesh, she has now
escaped, although not without being transformed by her tormentor. Once free, Morathi helped weave the
enchantment that caught Slaanesh, with Malerion her son , Teclis and Tyrion â€” ancient aelven warriors
reborn as gods. Morathi has survived through pure force of will and has made her base in Ulgu, the realm of
shadows, lies and illusions a perfect fit! Morathi has now been spurned even by Malerion, who claimed the
Shadowlands of Ulgu and the capital of Druchiroth for himself. Her ultimate aim is revenge and apotheosis.
Morathi is vain, so maintains her aelven form as High Oracle, but is also mad for power. This model is simply
a stunning example of the mastery of modern plastics achieved by Games Workshop. As the High Oracle,
Morathi is an excellent commander and spellcaster with rules benefiting casting and unbinding. In this form,
she has 6 wounds, but is also -1 to hit Enchanting Beauty and can only be allocated 3 wounds in any one turn
the Iron Heart. These abilities increase her survivability, without making her unkillable. Given that she has 6
wounds, she will still be susceptible to an early double turn. This allows you to maximise the output of nearby
Daughters of Khaine units by having two units shoot or pile in and attack in the hero phase. Also, if she has
taken wounds as the High Oracle, there is a risk that she will lose control and transform regardless of whether
you want her too. As the Shadow Queen, Morathi has 12 wounds although she apparently carries over wounds
taken as the High Oracle. Her short range shooting attack allows her to pick out individual models easily, such
as Standard Bearers, Starsoul Maces etc. When Morathi transforms, she loses her command ability and the
benefits to casting, but retains the Iron Heart. I can definitely see her being a powerful force in Duality of
Death. It will take four turns to kill her with normal damage. I am interested to see how the transformation
works in terms of model movement â€” do models in base contact or within a certain distance get a free push
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away? Daughters of Khaine allegiance abilities The Daughters of Khaine are a warrior order and fanatical cult.
The Daughters also have the Blood Rites battle trait which means the army become stronger after each battle
round â€” as the fight lengthens, and the blood lust rises, so does the power of the army. The key will be
keeping your lightly armoured units alive long enough to benefit! Daughters of Khaine spells and prayers The
Daughters of Khaine have brought with them the two ancient traditions of the Khainite cults and the dark
magics of Ulgu, the Realm of Shadows. Mindrazor improves the rend and damage output of the target
Daughters of Khaine unit. The Withering improves your ability to wound a target unit. And Pit of Shades
dishes out mortal wounds against slow moving enemy units. Blessing of Khaine improves the resilience of one
of your units. Daughters of Khaine units.
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Free Crowdfunding Platform in Asia Donate Online to help people in need Create a fundraising campaign in seconds
Raise fund for charities & non-profit organizations.

Phliasian Asopus[ edit ] Pausanias 2. Diodorus Siculus 4,72 similarly presents Asopus here son of Oceanus
and Tethys as a settler in Phlius and wife of Metope daughter of Ladon , presumably here and elsewhere the
Arcadian river Ladon. Asopus cannot discover what has become of them until the seer Acraephen otherwise
unknown tells him that the gods Eros and Aphrodite persuaded the four gods to come secretly to his house and
steal his nine daughters. He advises Asopus to yield to the immortals and cease grieving since he is
father-in-law to gods. This hints that perhaps, for Corinna, Asopus himself is not a god. Euboea is near
Boeotia, but Salamis and Aegina are regions that would perhaps associate better with the Phliasian Asopus.
Korkyra Corfu is definitely Corinthian rather than Boeotian. Sinope is surely the colony of Sinope on the
Black Sea founded from Miletus. It is notable that tradition as it comes down to us does not record any
children resulting from a union of gods with Thebe, Plataea, Thespia or Tanagra and only Diodorus 4. Asopus
is often clearly the Phliasian Asopus so indicated by Pherecydes but not always so. Asopus chases after Zeus
and his daughter until Zeus turns upon him and strikes him with a thunderbolt, whence ever after Asopus is
lame and flows very slowly, a feature ascribed to both the Boeotian and Phliasian Asopus. In these tales
Asopus discovers the truth about the abduction from Sisyphus , King of Corinth in return for creating a spring
on the Corinthian Acropolis. This spring, according to Pausanias 2. But it introduces Chalcis which was the
chief city of Boeotia and may represent Boeotia. But Asopis may mean Asopian and be an epithet for one of
the other known daughters. Ovid in his poem Metamorphoses twice 6. He mentions no dispute about the
others which suggests that in his time the assignment of Aegina to the Phliasian Asopus was generally
admitted. It seems the Phliasians were insistent that Thebe belonged to their Asopus. Nothing else has
survived about this Pelagon. Of Ismenus, Diodorus states only that he emigrated to Boeotia and settled near
the Boeotian river, which was afterwards named Ismenus from his name.
5: Daughters of the American Revolution |
Mother and daughter: Eisham Ashiq, 18, is the daughter of Asia Bibi, left, who is facing the death penalty after being
convicted of insulting the Prophet Mohammed in Pakistan Eisham Ashiq was just nine years old when she witnessed her
mother Asia Bibi being beaten bloodied by an angry mob, accusing.

6: Family can't believe the truth behind this daughter's backpacking in Asia lie | University Fox
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

7: CLYMENE (Klymene) - Greek Titan Goddess of Fame
Daughters of Bangladesh Book ticket here Ami, Amar Ma (Myself and My Mother) is a short-film documentary (15mins
approx.) presenting the personal stories of 5 girls aged between 7 and 15, compiled over 4 days in March

8: Daughter of Asia Bibi makes emotional appeal for mother's freedom at ACN event
Mother is reunited with her daughter after three years | The Late Late Show - Duration: RTÃ‰ - IRELAND'S NATIONAL
PUBLIC SERVICE MEDIA 2,, views.
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9: Daughters of Khaine - all the information you need on the new release!
Jean-B Ã© del Bokassa's rise from soldier to sovereign is one the strangest tales of the 20th century. Stranger still are
the connections between the African emperor and far-flung Vietnam.
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